NOTE: Allow yourself extra installation time for the Radio Exchange units.

Optional features such as Camera Activation on a module is available at an added charge, see price sheet for details.

If confirmation of a Vin is not provided as described above a reprogramming/return charge of $100.00 will be applied.

VIN Confirmation is required by Picture of Window sticker, inner drivers door sticker, or VIN plate. If incorrect VIN is supplied the unit will be subject to a $100.00 reprogramming charge. If unit is programmed and taped down and returned, we will charge $100.00 to remove the tape. No refunds on this cost. This is strictly the buyer's responsibility. The vehicle must have all GM card slot at the time of purchase. Card must be inserted into the unit for software updates.

**Notes:**

- *Confirm system, late production models may be Sync3.
- VIN Confirmation is required by Picture of Window sticker, inner drivers door sticker, or VIN plate.
- Vehicle must have the Myford Touch system with the 8" screen.

---
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